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Abstract – Millions of People daily using digital media for getting latest NEWS around the world. In this digital ERA, everyone is using his/her multimedia phone to receive NEWS update by some 3rd party applications. Such 3rd party applications are too much bulkier in size and it also slow down our phones by flashing ads all over application work place. WhatsApp is a most demanding 3rd party instant messages service in last decade. It’s very fast, low space consumption, No Advertisement and the main benefit is everyone is already installed this application in their smart phone. So, no need to install any extra application in your smart phone. We planning to implement an AIML based Chatterbot with WhatsApp application. The Artificial Intelligence Markup Language (AIML) is a XML compliant language. (Extensible Markup Language). It will receive request from users and send them latest update in desired category 24*7. We will configure Apache Server on Raspberypi. Raspberypi is a credit card size computer with 512 RAM, 700 Mhz ARM 11 processor, 4 USB ports and a MMC card slot for installing OS on Board. We will use Mysql database for managing all data flow. Mysql stores data as well as user conversations in it. In this paper work hilted only towards AIML.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the current globalized society, the expanding advancement and spread of Information Innovation and the Internet have prompted the making of unmistakable methods for correspondence among clients in virtual situations. In this setting, the psychological interfaces give new types of cooperation in the middle of human and machine. We make chatterbot using AIML. In a chatterbot, conversation for the most part happens by the trading of instant messages (as in a visit domain), and the chatterbot is composed to give includes that permit the use of normal dialect, such as dealing of questionable circumstances and connection based message investigation (taking into account Pragmatics). Currently, the chatterbots has been connected in the most changed purposes. For instance, the entertainment chatterbots that are intended to excite and to entertain the client while keeping up a rational conversation. The Artificial Intelligence Markup Language (AIML) is made, in light of the ideas of Pattern Recognition, or Matching Pattern method. It is connected to normal dialect displaying for the dialog in the middle of people and chatterbots that take after the joint reaction approach. For this reason an arrangement of conceivable client inputs is displayed and, for every one of these sentences (boosts), pre-modified answers were worked to be appeared to the client. The ALICE (Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer Entity) chatterbot was the first to utilize the AIML dialect and mediator. In ALICE, the AIML innovation was in charge of example coordinating and to relate a client data with a reaction of the chatterbot's Knowledge Base (KB). In the writing that exhibits the AIML ideas, there are instructional exercises that externally present such ideas [1][2], or present the dialect ideas in point of interest [1][2]. The two alternatives are most certainly not suitable for AIML apprentices since they can't adjust the measure of hypothesis and application.

Also, another works concentrate on the use of Pattern Recognition strategies, and the AIML dialect itself is tended to as an optional subject. In this work an AIML dialect instructional exercise is introduced, ideas of Pattern Recognition are considered, yet the principle thought is to have a reference guide for AIML dialect's beginning studies.

2. CHATTERBOT DEVELOPMENT

Among the theories and technologies used to develop chatterbots, the Pattern Recognition is an example which aims to model computer systems based on the format of human dialogs. The Pattern Recognition is based on representative stimulus-response type blocks, which the user enters a sentence (stimuli) and the software makes an output (response) according to the user input. For that Pattern matching Algorithm used. [1][13].

There are AIML syntax and sematic for development of chatterbot [1][2]. Technically speaking, AIML objects are language tags, and each tag corresponds to a language
command. The general form of an AIML object/command/tag has the following structure:

<command> List Of Parameters </command>

An AIML command consists of a start tag (<command>), a closing tag (</command>) and a text (List Of Parameters) that contain the command's parameter list. Also have some Tags for creation of chatterbot which are very useful in it [2].

A chatterbot development platform provides the AIML interpreter, as well as a set of integrated technologies, to reduce the cost and the complexity of development, deployment and management of such systems. Some of technologies that can be pointed out are the database integration, Web services for an online chatterbot and the log recording of the conversations with the users. Some development platforms are presented below:

Program consists of an API (Application Programming Interface) implemented in Java, PHP. Among the advantages of using Program there are (i) the distribution of the source code files and (ii) a KB that can be used for testing and analysis during the AIML language learning, as well as to develop chatterbots;

3. **CHATTERBOT BASED ON AIML**

![A.L.I.C.E.](image)

**Fig -1: A.L.I.C.E.**

A chatterbot is a type of conversational agent, a computer program designed to simulate an intelligent conversation. It processes the users' inputs in natural language and consults its knowledge base to make a response that imitates the human's one.

AIML is an XML based programming language that, as we comment above, was specifically designed to help in the development of A.L.I.C.E., and it is widely used in the development of software agents that communicate with their users in natural language.

AIML is a text file with a specific structure, which constitutes the knowledge base of the chatterbot. The “categories” are the fundamental knowledge basis, and they consist of at least two elements: the “pattern” and the “template”.

In general, the performance of AIML is based on a stimulus-response model, in which the stimulus (the user's input) corresponds with the “pattern”, and the response (which the chatterbot will show to the user) will be its associated “template” (see Figure 2).

![AIML Example](image)

**Fig -2: AIML Example**

4. **AIML CHATTERBOT ON WHATSAPP FOR NEWS**

![AIML Bot Integration with Whatsapp](image)

**Fig -3: AIML Bot Integration with Whatsapp**

In this section shows how AIML work with Whatsapp. Block diagram shows integration Of AIML on Whatsapp and it will work as a chatterbot. Also news server is connected with Whatsapp server that’s why user and bot can talk easily using natural language. After integrating chatterbot user can ask question to bot and it will give answer of that questions.

4.1 Hardware / Software Section (AIML Interfacing with CPU)
Here first Creating database for chatterbot then Start Raspberry Pi and Boot up all functions. Then in one SD card Install the Apache2 web server also, Install the PHP programming environment then Install the MySQL database management system, Install PHP My Admin. Now Create a Virtual Host with MMC then Connect Hardware component. Give data connection with Wi-Fi Router and Install whatsapp in apache. Now one Number Register for chatterbot of NEWS and Testing Connectivity and Integrate AIML script on whatsapp. Now user ask Question so, bot will Finding Answer & Entry in Database and Sending answer.

5. SYSTEM WORKING DIAGRAME

This work is based on server scripting. We can use PHP for scripting and in this we use AIML language which is an Artificial intelligence markup language. With help of AIML we create chatterbot of NEWS which talk with user using natural language.Conversational data will stored in tabular form in the mysql database. For the testing of the chatterbot with application we use Raspberrypi, which have useful configuration. So that using Raspberrypi we can able to test our chatterbot. Now user and bot are able to talk with each other for News.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this Paper highlighted the importance of the conversational software development, more specifically the chatterbots as computational agents to establish natural language dialogs between humans and machines. The AIML language is one of the most widely used technologies for chatterbots implementation that combines the technical and theoretical Pattern Recognition's infrastructure in its development.

Also it highlighted Hardware and software with pattern recognition chatbot. It is based on representative stimulus response blocks. Chatbot are effective tools when it comes to education-commerce, Information section, etc. The aim of Chatbot designers should be: to build tools that help people, facilitate their work, and their interaction with Embedded Hardware using natural language like Smartphone’s Apps. Here highlighted the work of Integration of AIML bot for NEWS on Whatsapp.
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